maxon at a glance

maxon is the leading provider of precision electric motors and drive systems and develops drive solutions tailored to customer needs. The Swiss family-owned business with its headquarters in Sachseln has approximately 3,300 employees worldwide at nine production sites and is represented in more than 40 countries.

Facts and figures

Address of headquarters
maxon international ltd.
Brünigstrasse 220
6072 Sachseln (Switzerland)

Contact
Phone +41 41 666 15 00
info@maxongroup.com
www.maxongroup.com

Holding
Interelectric AG, Sachseln

Legal form
Family-owned joint-stock company
Dr. Karl-Walter Braun
(majority shareholder)

Management Board
of the maxon Group
Eugen Elmiger, CEO
Chairman of the Management Board
Dr. Stefan Müller, CTO
Head of Development
Norbert Bitzi, CFO
Head of Finance and Accounting
Dr. Martin Zimmermann, CSO
Head of Sales
Andreas Richter, COO
Head of Production

Extended Management Board
Claudia Fässler (CHRO)
Dr. Markus Rogalla (CQO)
Guido Zumstein (CIO)

Global revenue
CHF 708 million consolidated (2022)

Main markets
Medical technology
Industrial automation
Aerospace industry
Logistics
Mobility and robotics

Distribution network
www.maxongroup.com

Milestones

1961 Foundation of Interelectric AG, Sachseln, Switzerland.
1963 The company begins producing galvanoplastic items, in particular, shearing foils for the popular BRAUN shavers. Establishment of a development department for electromechanical devices.
1997 The first Mars rover, Sojourner, has 11 maxon motors on board.
2004 The NASA rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, land on Mars. They are each powered by 35 maxon motors.
2007 Establishment of the Medical business unit.
2012 maxon presents a world’s first with X drives – motors that are configurable online.
2015 maxon establishes a business unit for the development of mechatronic drive systems. These also include the maxon BIKEDRIVE.
2017 The Swiss company, zub machine control ag, is integrated into the maxon Group.
2018 maxon acquires the British drive motor manufacturer Parvalux Electric Motors Ltd.
2019 maxon opens its first US production site in Taunton.
2021 Equipped with several maxon motors, the rover, Perseverance, and the first Mars helicopter, Ingenuity, land on Mars.